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An algorithm isdescribed which gives a base of the kernel of the Kodaira-Spencer map of the 
versal it-constant deformation fcertain plane curve singularities. This is useful for computing 
the moduli of such singularities. 
Let C[X, Y] be the polynomial ring over the field of complex numbers C considered as a 
graded ring with deg X = b and deg Y = a, a and b being relatively prime, f -- X" + Y~ is a 
homogeneous polynomial of degree d = ab with respect o this graduation. 
Let B = {ml . . . . .  me, } be a monomial basis of C[-X, Y]/(Of/OX, Of/OY) ordered by degree 
(deg X~YP:-~ c~b+~a), such that ml = 1 and m. = X "-2 y~-2, # = (a -1 ) (b -1 ) .  Let B~ = 
{rnu_r+ 1. . . .  , m.} be the set of monomials of B of degree greater than d, 
Let 
F :=f+ ~ T~m._,+l eC[X,Y,T], T:=(T1 .. . . .  Tr), 
i=1  
and let AF : --- (OF/OX, OF/O Y) be the Jacobian ideal of F, then R : = CVX, Y, T)/AF is a 
free C[T]-module of rank # generated by ml . . . . .  m u. 
The multiplication by F in R, F : R --* R is a ClT]-linear map. Denote by C(T) = (e 0 the 
matrix of F with respect o the basis B, i.e. 
miF = ~ cijmj mod AF. 
J 
In section 1 we explain why we are interested in the matrix C(T). In section 2 we give an 
algorithm to compute C(T), one which does not use elimination theory. 
1. The kernel of the Kodaira-Spencer map 
Denote by X_  C2x C" the hypersurface defined by F = 0 and let r~:X ~ C r be the 
canonical projection. We may consider 7~ : X -~ C r to be a family of curves: The fibres 
rc-l(t) ~ C 2 are curves having an isolated singular point at 0. Because of the choice of the 
family (the monomials m._,+~ have degree greater than d) the topological type of the 
singularity of rc-l(t) does not change (cf. Teissier, 1976; Zariski, 1976), Furthermore, the 
family is versal with this property, i.e. any deformation of the singularity of re-l(0) having 
fibres of the same topological type can be induced by the family zc : X --* C r. But this family 
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is not universal, i.e..it contains analytically trivial subfamilies: These subfamilies are given 
by the integral manifolds of the kernel of the Kodaira-Spencer map: The Kodaira- 
Spencer map for the family rc : X ~ C ~ is the map 
p : DercC[T ] --+ C[X, Y,T]/(F, AF) 
p(6) := class of 6F. 
(cf. Laudal, 1979; Laudal & Pfister, 1983; Laudal et al., 1986). The kernel L of the 
Kodaira-Spencer map is a Lie-algebra, finitely generated as C[T]-module. Along the 
integral manifolds of L the family 7~ : X --+ C" is analytically trivial, i.e. a product. 
Consider the matrix C(T)= (ci3) of the multiplication F :R  ~ R with respect to the 
basis B: 
and let 
m~F = ~ et2mj mod AF 
j :  x (I) 
6i : = ~ c~.~_,+s 0/0T i e DercC[T], i = 1, ..., #. 
j= l  
LEMMA:(1) 6 ieL ,  i=  1,...,#, 
(2) {3i} generate L as C[T]-module, 
(3) 6~=0/ f i>r .  
PROOF: (1)6~F= ~ c,.._,+jOFlOrj= c,jmj, 
j= l  J=l  
because c u = 0 for j < #- r+ l  (compare the degrees in equation (I)). Hence we have 
biF --= miF mod AF, i.e. 6~ ~ L. 
(2) Let 6 = ~ wj 0/c~Tj ~ L, i.e. 
j= l  
6F = ~. wjm~,_,+j ~ H. F mod AF for suitable H. 
j= l  
/a /t 
Let H = y '  Hsm smod AF, H je  C[T], then 6 = ~ Hj6j. 
j= l  j= l  
(3) Holds because deg rufF > deg m, if i > r. 
EXAMPLE. f=  X 6 + y7, d = 42. u = 30, m - Y*v 5 r - 
F = X 6 + y7 + TI X 2 ys + T2 X a Y* + Ta X r y3 + 7~X 3 y5 + T5 X 4 Y4 + T6 X4 yS. 
,~ = -- 1/42(2T~ 0/07"1 + 3 T2 a/aTz + 4Ta a/aT3 + 9T4a/aT4 + 10% o/a% + 16T6 a/aT6), 
62 = - 1/42(3 T2 a/OT, + (4T3 - lO/7T()a/aT5 
+ (10T5 +4/7T~T~ - 10/49 Ta T~_ 92/147T2T2)a/aT6), 
63 = -- 1/42(2 T~ O/O T4 + 3 7"20/O Ts + (9 T, + 46/21 T3 T 2 T~)O/O T6), 
6, = - 1/42(4T3 - IO/7T?)a/OT6), 
65 = _ 3/42T 20/07'6, 
3,  = - 2 /42T ,  a/aT~. 
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Because of c~: = 0 for j < #- - r  + I or i > r, it is enough to consider the mult ipl ication by 
F on the submodule R1 of R generated by B~ := {m~ . . . . .  rn~}. For  short let n i :=  m._e+ i, 
i = 1 . . . . .  r. Let R2 be the submodule generated by Bu = {n~ . . . . .  nr}, then we have a map 
F : R 1 --* R 2. Let 
m~F = ~ ~jnj  rood AF. 
j=l  
Notice that cu = ci,u_,+j. 
2. The algorithm 
Choose u and v with the following properties: 
(i) l<u<<_a-1 ,  t<v<b-1 ,  
(ii) bu = l mod a, av = l rnodb .  
Lete (n)=_numoda and e ' (n )=nvmodb.  
LEMMA 
(1) deg Xe~"~Y e'~ = ~n if e(n)b+e'(n)a < d, 
n + d else; 
(2) if deg mi = n, 1 <_ i < r, then mt= XeC")Y~'~176 
(3) if deg n~ = n + d, 1 < i <_ r, then n~ = X c('~ ye,Oo: 
(4) i f  X er r B 1 u 13, for  n < ab - 2(a + b), then e(n) = a -  1 or e'(n) = b - 1. 
The proof is not difficult, we will omit it here. 
The sequence {(e(n), e'(n))l 0 _< n < ab-2(a  + b)} provides an effective way to construct 
the ordered monomial  bases B~ and B,. The information we need can be arranged in a 
string S. 
PART (I) OF THE ALGORITHM 
Compute u and v such that bu --- 1 mod a, av -= 1 rood b; 
j :=  1; i :=  e := e ' :=  ~J; S(1):= '1'; /(1):= ~J; 
FOR k := 1 TO d-2(a+b)  DO BEGIN 
e : = e + u rood a; e' : = e' + v rood b; 
IF (e = a - - l )  OR (e' --- b - l )  THEN S(k+l )  := 'n' ELSE 
IF (eb + e'a) > d THEN BEGIN 
i := i+ 1; l(i) := k; S(k+ 1) := 'I' END 
{characterises monomials  of B~, l(i) is the degree of m~} 
ELSE BEGIN j := j+ 1; u( j ) := k; S(k+ 1):= 'u' END 
{characterises monomials  of B u, u( j )+d is the degree of n j} 
END 
EXAMPLE. f = X 5 + y t 4, u = 4, v = 3 
S = 'l~uuulnuunlDuull~uull~unll~ullt~u' 
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Notice that S(n) = 'u' iff S(N+ 1-n)  = 'l', N := length of the string S, i.e. it is sufficient o 
compute only half the string. Now a monomial Tqm... . .  Tq~,) occurs in ~tj of the matrix iff 
(i) rn~n~m . . . nq~) - n~ 
(ii) m~nq( l~. . .n~)$B,  for t= l  . . . . .  s--1. 
(the exponents of X, resp. Y, are taken modulo a, resp. b). 
This is equivalent (in the language of our string) to 
(i') l(i) + u(q(1)) + . . .  + u(q(s)) --- u(j) 
(ii') S(l(1)+u(q(1))+ . . .  +u(q(t))) # 'u '  for t = 1 . . . . .  s -1 .  
PART (II) OF THE ALGORITHM 
Computing the monomials of ctj 
PROCEDURE bracket (r, s); 
BEGIN b := s - r ;  F := F +'('; 
REPEAT q := max i: u(i) < b; 
WHILE q > 9 DO BEGIN b := u(q) -  1; 
IF u(q) = s - r  THEN F := F+'Tq+'  
ELSE IF S(1 + r + u(q)) :/: 'u' THEN 
BEGIN F : = F +'  Tq'; bracket (r + u(q), s) END; 
q := max i: u(i) < b END; 
IF (last character of F #-' +') THEN (delete last two char) 
UNTIL b = 0; 
Replace last character of F by ') +'  
END; 
BEGIN u(9) := 9); F := "; 
bracket (l(i), u(j)); 
delete last character of F 
END. 
EXAMPLE. f=  X5+ yl*, i = 2, j = 9 
F = '(T7 + T3(T,,(T,) + TI(T4 + T3(T2) + T2(T3 + T,(T,)))))' 
To finish this part of the algorithm we have to "solve" the brackets. In this example we get: 
F = 'TT+T3T4T I+T3T1T4+T3T IT3T2+T3T1T2T3+T3T1T2T~T(  
Now we have to compute the coefficients of the corresponding monomials. If c is the 
coefficient of the monomial Tqm'..." Tqo ) occurring in F, then c = c1"..." c~ and c a = 
1 -deg  nq{~)/d, c i is one of the exponents of n~( 0 divided by a or b depending on whether 
OF/OX, resp. OF/OY was involved in the reduction modulo AF in this step. 
Computing a coefficient 
c := ( -  lyu(q(1))/d; n := I(/); 
PART (III) OF THE ALGORITHM 
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FOR k := 2 TO s DO BEGIN 
e : = e(n) + e(u(q(k - 1))); e' := e'(n) + e'(u(q(k- 1))); 
n : = n + q(k -  1); 
IF  e _> a -  1 THEN c := c*e(u(q(k)))/a; 
IF e' _> b -  1 THEN c := c*e'(u(q(k)))/b 
END 
EXAMPLE:f= XS + Y 14, i=  2, j = 9, TaTt T2T~ T1 
4 6 2 6 3 108 
c = - (~) ( r , ) (~) (~) (~)  = - ~ r ~  
PART (IV) OF THE ALGORITHM 
Finally, we have to order the variables in the monomials, to order the monomials in F 
lexicographically and to identify monomials of the same type by adding their coefficients. 
EXAMPLE. f = X 5 + y i ,  
c2, 9 = - 13/70% - 39/1225T, T 3 TI + 99/85757"327"2 T1 - 108/42875T3 T2 T 3 
REMARK. The algorithm can be modified for more than two variables and without the 
restriction that the exponents are to be relatively prime. For instance, if f=  X~I+ ... 
+ X~", d := al "" a,,, b i :=  d/ai then choose ut such that utb i ~- 1 mod at and let et(n) := nui. 
If the ai are not relatively prime add a small perturbation to each et and you will get 
similar results. 
REMARK. The way of computing the ~tj by using the strings S and F allows one to compute 
fairly complicated examples on a 64K-computer in a short time (for instance, c57,157 of 
X19+ y29 in less than two seconds). 
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